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3 Truths and a Lie:
1.  I have a poodle who is afraid of cameras.

2. I used to work at a roller rink.
3.  I have read the Great Gatsby three times.

4. I was once a resident of Paris.



Meet Abby





You Will Need…
• 3 Ring Binder of your choosing
• PLENTY of writing utensils
• PLENTY of of loose-leaf paper



What to Expect
• Studying with Texts & Vocabulary

• To retain information, you must do something with it. 
So we will…

• Read it… (actively)

• Write it…

• Discuss it

• Test it!



Routine Assignments
•Take-home reading assignments
•Writing practice in class 
•Essays in and out of class, lots of writing

•Weekly quizzes
•Projects involving research
•Document interpretation & discussion







Things we should know:
• When you come into class
• When I want your attention
• Picking up/ Turning in Papers
• If I am absent?
• When I need to get up for something during class
• Restroom and other passes
• Homework
• Late Work

SOME RULES AND PROCEDURES



Check the “while you were out” folder and check the blog foR 
WORK you missed and necessary files for make-up work.



DON’T BE LATE!





Also…
Cell phone use will sometimes be 

permitted in class to look up certain 
items, plAy games, etc.  Please ask before 

you use UNLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED.  
Cell phone use is NEVER permissible 

during tests or quizzes.

RED LIGHT/ GREEN LIGHT SYSTEM 





Play Fair.  Don’t Hit People.  Say You’re 
Sorry When You Make a Mistake.

And mean it…



No, No, No!



No.







Pay Attention when Others are Talking…











Honor Code
• The Honor Code is in full force in my class. 

• Do not plagiarize.

• Do not cheat.

• Academic dishonesty is dishonesty.  (Full disclosure: I use plagiarism detection software.)



History is Controversial



Oftentimes Ugly





Controversy in the Study of History

In this class we will discuss some topics and ideas about which you disagree, no 

matter what your religion or background may be. When that happens, try to remember that 

while you do have to learn this information, you do not have to take it to heart, nor do you 

have to believe the information. Topics like race and religion are integral to History, but we 

must all try to be sensitive to the individual views of others. This does not mean we cannot 

discuss these issues, but it does mean that we will always try to approach these issues with 

respect. You will probably encounter beliefs and ideas that seem strange to you, and my goal 

is to approach these ideas academically. If you are really troubled by a topic, come talk to me 

and we will try to figure something out.  In my class I hope you will learn critical thinking. My 

job is not to teach you what to believe, but to give you the tools to find the answers for 

yourself. Hopefully, you will become a critical consumer of information.




